
    
     

 
Gabrielle Revlock: Restorative Contact - Mindful Touch for Grounding and Healing 

 

 
Gabrielle Revlock, creator of Restorative Contact, is a performer, choreographer, movement educator and a mindful body 
centered empathy practitioner. This session explores choreographed restorative contact. 
 

TOP EMBODIMENT TIP:  
 

Restorative Contact: Restorative Contact as a Mindful Touch-Based Practice 
- Mindful touch-based  movement and empathy practice 
- Shaped of authentic movement, tai-chi, Klein technique, restorative yoga, deep listening  
- Pauline Oliveros, contact improve, improvised social dance form remain in physical contact 
- Focused on slowness and stillness 
- Intended to let the body rest in passive positions, not too much exerted effort 
- May or may not lead to improvisation  
- Intended for relaxation and grounding 

 
2-year Evolution: Permission to create and re-create and engage in self-directed explorations titled SEX TAPE 

- It is a performance about intimacy.  
- A performance where the ‘found choreography’ between myself and a male lover, documented on video, was 

meticulously reconstructed with one significant change, replacing the man with a longtime female friend. 
- Gave structure around jam, jams are open dancing (i.e., lounging on each other in pairs or piles) 
- Former structure to a casual body, one at rest, but collectively 
- Relaxed unshaped by technique 
- To rest collective 
- Care in physical contact which searched  
- Expand and re-imagine what friendship could look and feel like and reorient my search for care 
- Embodied Anthropology Performance, stepping the engagement from the inside 
- Time, attention and presence with important people,  
- Structure is set for greatest comfort and ease with respect, beginner’s mind, trust, non-striving, acceptance and 

letting go, speaking component 
- Movement and stillness go together 

 
 
Resources 
❖ Website: Gabrielle Revlock 
❖ Instagram: @gabriellerevlock 
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All Movement & Anatomy Presentations are Proudly Sponsored by Gil Hedley 

 
Gil Hedley, Ph.D., is an author, educator and somanaut, dedicated to exploring inner space. He 
has been developing the field of "Integral Anatomy" for the past 25 years, teaching intensive 
workshops in the dissection lab, and documenting his approach visually with online videos and 
courses.  
 
Integral Anatomy is an approach to understanding the human form that emphasizes textural 
layers, continuities and relationships. Gil is on a mission to challenge the cultural 
problematization of the body, and to share an integral vision of the human form. He believes the 

body is not a problem to be solved, but a gift to be received, appreciated and explored.  
 
To study further with Gil, go to www.gilhedley.com and join the site. You will automatically receive  
3 free full-length video courses that will deeply impact your embodiment practice. 
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